HALF THE SKY: If there ever is a time a single saint-warrior of Guru Gobind today could fight 125,000 Mughal soldiers, it would be a ...
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Chidiyan te mein baaz tudaun, giddran toh mein sherni banaun, sawa lakh mullah se ek burqa ladaun, tabe Pariah Kutta naam kahaun. (November 18, 2021)

It is when I make sparrows fight hawks, it is when I make lionesses out of wolves, it is when I make one burqa fight one hundred and twenty-five thousand mullahs that I am called Pariah Kutta.

If there ever is a time a single saint-warrior of Guru Gobind today could fight 125,000 Mughal soldiers, it would be a single burqa defeating 125,000 mullahs with the Triple Taqdir: Qiyamah!, Qiyamah!, Qiyamah! (November 18, 2021)